Citing Administrative Materials – Rule 14

Final Rules

1. Cite all federal rules and regulations to the Code of Federal Regulations (C.F.R.)
   - All C.F.R. titles are updated once a year; cite to the most recent edition.
   - If a rule is commonly known by name, provide the name in the cite.


2. Citation to the Federal Register (Fed. Reg.)

   - Final Rules
     - Name
     - volume and page on which the rule begins
     - date
     - internal pages of cited material
     - codification information provided by Fed. Reg.


Proposed Rules and other notices


   - Follow same general form as final rules but indicate status in parenthetical.


Administrative adjudications

1. Follow Rule 10, citing cases, except as follows:

   - Use the full reported name of the first-listed private party.

   - Omit all procedural phrases.
Which sources to cite

1. Official reporters – see T.1 for list.

2. Official releases (slip opinions issued by agency)

3. Whenever possible, append a parallel cite to an unofficial Reporter (looseleaf service). Once it is published in the official reporter, cite to official only.